Searching Heuristically Optimal Path Using a New Technique of Bug0 Algorithm in Swarm Robotics
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Abstract. Bug Algorithms in robotics field play an important role in path planning. The main challenge in conventional bug algorithms is searching the cluttered environment. To solve this problem a method is introduced which uses the concept of swarm robotics that helps in finding path using coordination between robots in swarm. The challenge in this research article is to find a path which is heuristically optimal. A type of bug algorithm is introduced in which parent bug sends two of its child bugs. Each of them has capability of searching in different directions. After searching the path from both sides, parent bug follows the path which is heuristically optimal. Parent and child bugs are equipped with tactile sensors to follow the perimeter of an obstacle. Illustrative simulation results show two test cases in which different scenarios are presented. Results are compared with of bug0 algorithm that is visualized in configuration space as well as in workspace to find the heuristically optimal path.
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1 Introduction

Traditional bug algorithms work on the principle of wall following. It is a path planning technique that was first originated from maze solving techniques. Such algorithms are used in indoor navigation due to their limited memory [1]. Bug algorithms were evolved from A* and dijkstra algorithm techniques used in late 80s [2, 3]. Different types of bug algorithms exist out of which three type of algorithms are traditional [4] that are bug0, bug1 and bug2. Bug0 is a simple algorithm which is also known as greedy algorithm in which bug follows the boundary as long as free space is encountered. It starts moving towards the goal as soon as it is encountered in a free space [5]. Bug0 is simply memory less algorithm. Bug1 is an advanced algorithm as compared to bug0 that stores the memory while following the perimeter of an obstacle. It is also considered as exhaustive search bug as it takes time to search an optimal path. Advancing further a new type of bug was introduced which was bug2. It follows the boundary as long as it gets to the M-line. M-line is the distance line from start to goal position. These bugs sense the obstacle using tactile sensors. Range sensor bug also known as tangent bug [6, 7] works on the principle of heuristics.

The problem that is faced in bug algorithms is that it can follow the perimeter of obstacle either in left or right direction. Swarm robotics help in solving such case [8]. Swarms robots are a group of robots that work in coordination such that each swarm robot is connected.
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with the other swarm. Applications include search and rescue operations where a large robot cannot enter. Such issue can be resolved by path generation using swarm bug algorithms. Such swarm bugs are sent in these environments having low memory storage. Path planning in swarm robotics can also be useful in path generation using SLAM techniques [9].

Keeping in mind all the above cases, a new type of bug algorithm in swarm robotics is introduced. It consists of a parent bug which can eject two of its child bugs, which can follow the perimeter of obstacle in alternate directions. One child bug is programmed to move in left direction and second one in right direction of an obstacle. Even if one bug is lost in the loop the second one can reach the goal position and parent bug can trace the path of such child bug to reach the goal. Parent and child bugs are in coordination with each other due to their swarm characteristics. Results include illustrative simulation swarm bug algorithm. It shows how heuristically optimal path is reached by using the algorithm as compared with traditional bug0 algorithm.

2 Methodology

A circular robot equipped with tactile sensor is considered which can move in a workspace. Robot has the capability of ejecting multiple child bugs. This robot is named as parent bug. Functionality of each child bug is different. One of them has the capability of moving left direction and the other has the capability of moving in right direction. Child bug also has the capability of sending a signal to parent bug using wireless transmission after which
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**Figure 1** (a) Workspace including obstacles and robot, (b) Configuration Space, (c) Minkowski’s Sum (d) Robot Shape
parent bug follows such path. If the path is not available then parent bug will stop as there is no path to move. Workspace defined for bug to move is $W \in \mathbb{R}^2$. Since visualization is in 2D space we can only take XY plane. Parent bug denoted as $R(A)$ and child bugs as $R(A1)$ and $R(A2)$ can be represented in equation 1.

$$R(A) = A(X,Y) \in W$$

(1)

Same case for $R(A1)$, $R(A2)$, $R(A3)$, and so on. Free workspace is defined as the whole workspace subtracted from obstacles and bugs. This also includes child bugs.

$$W_{free} = W - \sum_{i=1}^{n} O_i - \sum_{j=0}^{k} R(A_j)$$

(2)

‘$k$’ in equation 2 represents number of child bugs $R(A)$ ejects where $R(A0)$ is the parent bug such that $R(A0) = R(A)$. $O_i$ represent number of obstacles where $W_{free}$ is the free workspace in which bug can move. Workspace leaves us with a major concern if we increase size of our $R(A)$ than path might not be found. In this case configuration space visualization helps us in enhancing the size of obstacles and decreasing the size of robot to a point. Now ‘$A$’ is a center point of parent bug in configuration space which is shown in figure 1(d).

Figure 1(a) shows workspace in which parent bug and obstacles are included. Boundary of workspace is considered open. Figure 1(b) shows Configuration space [10] in which algorithm will be tested. Obstacles in configuration space are enlarged so that parent bug can be considered as a point robot. Child bugs are smaller than parent bugs. Child bugs are placed inside the parent robot. As soon as parent bug senses the obstacle using tactile sensor, both of the child bugs get ejected and follows the perimeter of the obstacle’s boundary. There is no need to specifically enlarging for each swarm child bugs in configuration space. Configuration space is made by using minkowski’s sum [11] in which center of parent bug is placed at boundary of obstacle, resulting in enlarging the obstacle such that reducing the size of parent bug to a point. Illustration is shown in Figure (c). The equation 3 shows $CO1$ as obstacle in configuration space.

$$CO1 = O1 \oplus R(A)$$

(3)

Tactile sensor works when parent bug collides with the obstacle which is defined as $R(A) \cap CO1$, it will stop and ejects two of its child bugs $R(A1)$ and $R(A2)$, both will follow the boundary in opposite directions.

Figure 2 shows the algorithm that starts with parent bug moving towards the goal, if no obstacle detected then it has been reached to goal. If obstacle is detected then it will eject two of its child bugs $R(A1)$ and $R(A2)$. $R(A1)$ will move in left direction and $R(A2)$ will move in right direction. $R(A1)$ and $R(A2)$ follows the boundary as long as it can move directly towards the goal. The time required by $R(A1)$ is $t1$ while for $R(A2)$ is $t2$. If $t1 < t2$ then parent bug will follow $R(A1)$ and vice versa. If none of them can reach the goal then no path. If one of them is lost in the loop then that child bug should lose connection from parent bug.
3 Results and Discussions

Proposed method suggests that searching technique used in this research article is a greedy solution which can work in certain conditions. Such an algorithm can be called as resolution complete algorithm.
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Figure 3 (a) parent bug obstacle detection, (b) Wall following of R(A1) & R(A2), (c) Parent bug decision, (d) Left Bug0, (e) Right Bug0

Given test case proposed in methodology section shows start and goal position of a parent bug which is visualized in configuration space to avoid size limitations of a bug. Figure 3 shows illustrative simulation of bug in configuration space.

Like traditional bug algorithms, the proposed robot is equipped with a tactile sensor that measures force when interacting with the physical body. Figure 3(a) shows movement of parent bug towards goal. As soon as it collides with obstacle, it ejects two of its child bugs. Both R(A1) and R(A2) starts following wall in their direction as shown in figure 3(b). It shows how R(A1) is lost in the loop while R(A2) reaches the path. On reaching the path
R(A2) sends a signal to parent bug such that R(A1) is moved back towards parent bug and they start following path of R(A2) as shown in figure 3(c). This shows how it is different than bug0 as it has the capability of searching left and right direction simultaneously. This test case only represented if one of its child bug is lost in the loop. There should be another test case in which both child bugs reach the goal.

As we can see in figure 4(a) the test case is simple in which both child bugs can reach goal. Blue child bug reaches the goal in 10 seconds while green child bug can reach the goal in 15 seconds as shown in figure 4(b). Parent bug needs a heuristic approach t2<t1 so it will follow the path as provided by the blue child bug as shown in figure 4(c). In above case total time taken by the parent bug to reach the goal is 2 times taken by the blue child bug to reach the goal. These 2 test cases confirm that this approach is better than bug0. Since bug0 can either take left or right direction in wall following. If left side was taken by the bug0 in figure 3(a) than it will be trapped inside a loop. Such case would fail if the bug0 was programmed only left. If programmed right bug0 than there will be no problem in reaching the goal. But a robot in an unidentified environment will not be able to judge whether to move left or right. Such case is resolved by swarm bug which searches the whole workspace by ejecting its child bugs and moves them in right and left direction.

Figure 3(d) shows left bug0 which is lost in path, it cannot reach path. In such case new algorithm is also time optimal but in case of right bug0 which reaches the goal in 10 seconds is more time optimal than the algorithm proposed as shown in figure 3(e). Above algorithm shows how this parent bug acts like bug0 but it has the capability of searching the obstacle boundary from both sides. If above algorithm is changed to tangent like bug for each child bug it can be assumed that this is a resolution complete algorithm. Resolution complete algorithm means that the algorithm is not complete in all cases such that if both child bugs are lost in the loop. Comparison of parent bug with bug0 in test case 1 is given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Left Bug0</th>
<th>Right Bug0</th>
<th>Parent Bug</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No path</td>
<td>Reach Goal in 10 seconds</td>
<td>Reach Goal in 20 seconds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not complete Algorithm</td>
<td>Not Complete Algorithm</td>
<td>Resolution Complete Algorithm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Algorithm</td>
<td>Greedy Algorithm</td>
<td>Greedy Algorithm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In figure 5 the results are simulated in MATLAB it shows a parent bug, as soon as it hits an obstacle child bug 1 and child bug2 ejects and reach the goal. The problem in simulation is
that it runs in sequence so it is shown in two different figures. Parent bug will follow the path in figure 5(b) as the distance is less as compared to child bug 1 which is shown in figure 5 (a).

![Figure 5 Simulation in MATLAB (a) child bug1 (b) child bug2](image)

### 4 Limitations

Figure 3 (d) represents child bug movement in left direction in which it gets lost inside a loop within the boundary of an obstacle. This is also known as local minima. Proposed method allows the parent bug to wait until both right and left child bug searches the workspace. Even if one child bug falls in local minima, the other could reach its goal and allows parent bug to follow such path.

Figure 6 shows simulation in two more test cases in which one test case represents local minima. It shows how left bug tries to move towards goal position but gets stuck in the loop encountering corner of the obstacle. Figure 6 (b) shows successful test case in which path for both child bug exists. Left bug wins over right child bug in this test case.

![Figure 6 Simulation (a) Local Minima (b) Successful test case](image)

In dynamic environments, such algorithm does not work using tactile sensor due to physical limitations. Since tactile sensor needs it to be collided, it may cause greater impact in dynamic environment if moving obstacle is at very high speed. In this case robot equipped with LIDAR or Sonar would be able to detect the obstacle and change its trajectory like tangent bugs.
5 Conclusions

We proposed a new type of bug algorithm in swarm robotics in which child bugs follows the perimeter of an obstacle from right and left direction to search heuristically optimal path. One that reaches the goal first sends a signal to parent bug which follows the path to reach goal. Two test cases are presented in the research paper. Test case 1 shows how one child bug is lost in the loop while the second reaches the path while in test case 2 both child bugs reach the path. In this case parent bug will follow the path of child bug that has reached first to the goal. In the end results are compared with bug0 algorithm which shows how our algorithm is better in certain conditions than bug0 algorithm. Weakness of proposed algorithm is that it is a greedy algorithm like bug0 but it is complete in certain conditions as it follows the perimeter of obstacle from both directions. Even if the path is restricted from one side, parent bug can reach goal from the other direction. In future the algorithm can be improved for other type of bug algorithms.
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